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Acquisition of language skills depends on the progressive maturation of specialized brain networks that are usually lateralized in adult
population. However, how genetic and environmental factors relate to the age-related differences in lateralization of these language
pathways is still not known. We recruited 101 healthy right-handed subjects aged 9 – 40 years to investigate age-related differences in the
anatomy of perisylvian language pathways and 86 adult twins (52 monozygotic and 34 dizygotic) to understand how heritability factors
influence language anatomy. Diffusion tractography was used to dissect and extract indirect volume measures from the three segments
of the arcuate fasciculus connecting Wernicke’s to Broca’s region (i.e., long segment), Broca’s to Geschwind’s region (i.e., anterior segment),
and Wernicke’s to Geschwind’s region (i.e., posterior segment). We found that the long and anterior arcuate segments are lateralized before
adolescence and their lateralization remains stable throughout adolescence and early adulthood. Conversely, the posterior segment shows right
lateralization in childhood but becomes progressively bilateral during adolescence, driven by a reduction in volume in the right hemisphere.
Analysisofthetwinsampleshowedthatgeneticandsharedenvironmentalfactorsinfluencetheanatomyofthosesegmentsthatlateralizeearlier,
whereas specific environmental effects drive the variability in the volume of the posterior segment that continues to change in adolescence and
adulthood.Ourresultssuggestthattheage-relateddifferencesin the lateralization ofthe language perisylvian pathwaysare relatedtotherelative
contribution of genetic and environmental effects specific to each segment.
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Significance Statement
Our study shows that, by early childhood, frontotemporal (long segment) and frontoparietal (anterior segment) connections of the
arcuate fasciculus are left and right lateralized, respectively, and remain lateralized throughout adolescence and early adulthood.
In contrast, temporoparietal (posterior segment) connections are right lateralized in childhood, but become progressively bilateral during adolescence. Preliminary twin analysis suggested that lateralization of the arcuate fasciculus is a heterogeneous
process that depends on the interplay between genetic and environment factors specific to each segment. Tracts that exhibit higher
age effects later in life (i.e., posterior segment) appear to be influenced more by specific environmental factors.

Introduction
The perisylvian language network has a pivotal role in language
and incorporates temporal, parietal, and frontal brain regions
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connected by the arcuate fasciculus (Catani et al., 2002, 2003;
Catani and Mesulam, 2008; Forkel et al., 2014). Until recently, the
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With the advent of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-MRI, the
anatomy of this perisylvian pathway was found to be more complex than previously thought (Catani et al., 2005, 2012b). In addition to the “direct” long segment between inferior frontal (i.e.,
Broca’s region) and posterior temporal cortex (Wernicke’s region), the presence of an “indirect” pathway was observed, which
includes a posterior segment connecting Wernicke’s to the inferior parietal lobule (i.e., Geschwind’s region) and an anterior
segment connecting Broca’s and Gescwhind’s regions.
The lateralization of the arcuate fasciculus is probably a dynamic process that begins very early in life (Dubois et al., 2009)
and continues throughout adolescence and early adulthood
(Paus et al., 1999; Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Lebel and Beaulieu,
2009). In young adults, the lateralization of the three segments is
heterogeneous, with left volume asymmetry reported for the long
segment, right asymmetry for the anterior segment, and symmetrical hemispheric distribution for the posterior segment (Catani
et al., 2007; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011; López-Barroso et
al., 2013). This heterogeneity might be linked to observed agerelated differences in white matter microstructure during childhood and adolescence (Eluvathingal et al., 2007; Lebel and
Beaulieu, 2009). However, there are no studies that investigated
volumetric lateralization of the three segments from childhood to
adulthood. Therefore, at the first stage of the current study, we
completed an analysis of the anatomy and asymmetry of the volume of the three segments of the arcuate fasciculus in a large
group of 101 healthy subjects across an age range spanning from
9 to 40 years. We hypothesized that there would be age-related
differences in the anatomy of the three arcuate segments, reflecting their different functional specialization.
Factors that influence age-related differences probably involve a complex interaction between genetic and environmental
effects. Previously, in vivo studies have reported a significant genetic contribution to the variability of left language cortices
(Thompson et al., 2001; Joshi et al., 2011) and white matter microstructure of the arcuate fasciculus in children (Brouwer et al.,
2010) and healthy adults (Chiang et al., 2009; Kochunov et al.,
2010). To understand how hereditary mechanisms may relate to
hemispheric bias for processing language, that is, how age-related
differences in lateralization patterns of different arcuate segments
might be influenced by genetic and environmental factors, we
devised a second analysis using a classical twin study design. We
compared the DTI-MRI of 26 monozygotic (MZ) and 17 dizygotic (DZ) adult twin pairs and tested the hypothesis that there
would be differences in heritability patterns between the segments, possibly linked to anatomical age-related variability.
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Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). The second study included 86
healthy right-handed adult twin subjects, 26 MZ and 17 DZ twin pairs,
recruited from a volunteer twin register at the Institute of Psychiatry,
London, and by national media advertisements. Mean age for MZ twins
was 35.5 years (range, 21–56), and 42.5 years (range, 20 – 62) for DZ
twins. All DZ twin pairs included for this study were same-sex pairs.
Opposite-sex pairs were excluded to avoid inflation of heritability estimates due to an overall lower DZ correlation (Stromswold, 2001). Of the
26 MZ twin pairs, nine pairs were male and 17 female. Of the 17 DZ twin
pairs, four pairs were male and 13 female. Other exclusion criteria included a history of neurological disorder or systemic illness with known
neurological complications, significant head injury associated with loss
of consciousness for ⬎1 min, and current harmful substance use or
dependence (defined as within the last 12 months). Informed written
consent was obtained from all the subjects before participating. For the
first study dataset, approval was obtained from the Joint Medical Ethical
Committee of the Institute of Psychiatry, Kings College London. For the
twin dataset, the UK Multicenter Research Ethics Committee granted the
ethics approval.
DTI-MRI data acquisition. DTI data were acquired using a Signa 1.5-T
LX MRI system (General Electric) with a maximum gradient amplitude
of 40 mT/m and an acquisition sequence fully optimized for DTI-MRI
and tractography of white matter as described previously by Jones et al.
(2002). Each volume was acquired using a multislice spin echo EPI sequence covering the whole brain and with sections parallel to the anterior–posterior commissure line. Each DTI-MRI volume was acquired
from 60 contiguous 2.5-mm-thick slices with a field of view of 240 ⫻ 240
mm and an acquisition matrix size of 96 ⫻ 96 pixels, giving a voxel size of
2.5 mm ⫻ 2.5 mm ⫻ 2.5 mm. Echo time was 102 ms. Acquisitions were
peripherally gated with an effective repetition time of 15 R-R intervals. At
each location, seven images were acquired without diffusion weighting,
together with 64 images with a weighting of 1300 s/mm 2 applied along
directions uniformly distributed in space.
Tractography algorithm. Diffusion data were analyzed using ExploreDTI
(Leemans et al., 2009). After correction for eddy current distortions and
subject motion (Jones et al., 2002), the DTI was estimated using a nonlinear
least-squares method and fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity
(MD) maps were estimated. Whole-brain tractography was performed using
a b-spline interpolation of the diffusion tensor field and Euler integration to
propagate streamlines following the directions of the principal eigenvector
with a step size of 0.5 mm. Tractography was started in all brain voxels with
FA ⬎0.2. Streamlines were tracked until the FA of the tensor was above an FA
threshold of 0.2 or the curvature (i.e., the angle between two consecutive
steps) was ⬍30 degrees.
Virtual dissections of the perisylvian language networks. Tractography
data were visualized using TrackVis (Massachusetts General Hospital)
and virtual dissection of white matter bundles performed following previous validated approaches (Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten, 2008).
The three segments of the arcuate fasciculus were dissected in each subject in both hemispheres (Fig. 1; Catani et al., 2005, 2007, 2011). Regions
of interest were defined on the FA map to encompass the streamlines of
the arcuate fasciculus lateral to the corona radiata and medial to the
cerebral cortex. A two-ROI approach was used to perform dissection of
the three segments of the arcuate fasciculus. To dissect the streamlines of
the long segment of the arcuate fasciculus, two spatially separated regions
were defined in the frontal and posterior temporal lobe. To dissect the
most lateral streamlines of the arcuate fasciculus, which consist of anterior and posterior segments, a third ROI was placed in the inferior parietal lobule. All streamlines passing through inferior frontal region and
the inferior parietal lobule were considered to belong to the anterior
indirect segment, whereas all streamlines passing through the posterior
temporal and the inferior parietal lobule were considered to belong to the
posterior indirect segment. To protect against subjective bias, DTI-MRI
subjects were mixed in a random order and the operator was blind to
zygosity of the twin pairs.
Effects of age study: visitation maps and tract volume measurements. All of
the tracts of the first dataset were first converted into binary maps. Binary
maps with dimensions equal to that of the DTI-MRI data (i.e., 128 ⫻ 128 ⫻
60) were computed by assigning each voxel a value of 1 or 0 depending on
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Figure 1.

Steps involved in the twin study design.

whether the pixel was intersected by ⬎1 streamline or not, respectively. All of
the binary masks were normalized to the MNI space (defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute) using the following procedure.
Normalization of all the brains required an adequate template to be
estimated. The b0 images from 60 subjects were spatially normalized to
the MNI reference space defined by the Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) template supplied as part of the SPM5 software package (Statistical Parametric Mapping; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London).
The same transformation was applied to the FA map for each subject. FA
maps were then averaged to generate a “first guess” template. To refine
and improve the quality of this first template, the normalization of the
original FA maps was repeated, but this time using the guess as the new
template. Afterward, all the FA maps were averaged to obtain the final
template and, on this final template, the normalizations of FA maps was
repeated. The final transformation was also applied to the binary maps
produced for each subject and segment.
The dataset was sorted according to age. A moving average technique
with a square window of ⫾5 years was applied and an average visitation
map for each year ⫾ the width of the window was obtained. The visitation map was defined as the average of the binary maps inside of the
windows, where the voxel value of 1 is reached when all of the subjects
present streamline in that voxel or 0 when no streamlines are present in
the given voxel. This technique enabled us to compare the volume difference of each segment of the arcuate fasciculus at different ages.
Statistical analysis. For each segment of the arcuate fasciculus, the
number of streamlines and the number of voxels touched by the streamlines (referred to as volume) were calculated as surrogate measurements
of the tract volume, together with FA and MD. We confirmed that these
quantitative measures were normally distributed and that there was homogeneity of means and variances across the measures (using paired t
tests and Levene’s test, respectively). Lateralization index (LI) of the
number of streamlines and volume was calculated according to the following formula: (volume/number of streamlines, left) ⫺ (volume/number of streamlines, right)/[(volume/number of streamlines, left) ⫹
(volume/number of streamlines, right)]/2. Positive values of the index
indicate a greater number of streamlines or volume in the left segment
compared with the right, whereas negative values indicate right lateralization. Values around zero indicate a similar number of streamlines or
volume between left and right segments. The correlation analysis between age and DTI-extracted measures and their LI was conducted using
SPSS version 21.
Figure 1 provides a breakdown of steps used for the analysis of the twin
data. A comparison of the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for
each DTI measures in MZ and DZ twins provided an initial, descriptive
statistics of the presence of genetic effects. Before quantitative genetic
model fitting of the extracted diffusion measures from the arcuate fasciculus connections, age, sex, and handedness were regressed out using
SPSS and residuals were standardized for subsequent analysis. Model
fitting was performed using the structural equation modeling program
OpenMx (Boker et al., 2011) to provide heritability parameter estimates

and their confidence intervals (Neale and Maes, 2002). Sources of variance in the DTI-extracted measures were divided into additive genetic
effects (A), common environmental effects (C; environmental influences
that make the twins more similar), and unique or specific environmental
influences that contribute to differences between the twins and also include a possible measurement error (E) (Plomin et al., 2001). Maximum
likelihood estimates of A, C, and E were obtained (values ranged from 0
to 1, where A ⫹ C ⫹ E ⫽ 1), 95% confidence intervals calculated and a
series of nested models compared. A full ACE model was compared with
the nested AE, CE, and E models (testing the effects of common environmental factors, additive genetic factors, and all familial resemblance,
respectively). However, in cases in which effect sizes, sample sizes, or trait
prevalence are low, statistical power for univariate twin analyses can
become an issue (Neale et al., 1994) and full ACE model estimates are
reported. We did not specifically model familial factors, but we analyzed
E-only models to test for familial influences that refer to a significant combined effect of A ⫹ C. Estimates were considered significant if the reported
maximum likelihood 95% confidence intervals did not contain zero.

Results
Effects of age on the lateralization of the arcuate volumes
A correlation analysis between age and LIs for the number of
streamlines of the three segments showed significant positive correlation for the posterior segment (r ⫽ 0.355; p ⬍ 0.001), which
indicates a progressive decrease of right lateralization with age.
There was no correlation between age and lateralization of the
long (r ⫽ 0.091; p ⫽ 0.34) or anterior segment (r ⫽ ⫺0.080; p ⫽
0.53). Further analysis of the individual segments showed a statistically significant correlation with age only for the right posterior segment (r ⫽ ⫺0.366; p ⫽ 0.001). Correlation for the left
posterior segment was not significant (r ⫽ ⫺0.053; p ⬎ 0.05). We
used Fisher’s r-to-z transformation and asymptotic z test to test
the difference between two dependent correlations with a variable in common. The analysis showed that the correlations between age and posterior segments were significantly different
(z ⫽ ⫺2.32, p ⫽ 0.01). There were no significant correlations
with age for the number of streamlines of the anterior and long
segments bilaterally.
To visualize age-related differences for each age group, we
used a visitation maps approach based on a moving average volume technique. Figure 2 shows the differences in volume between
left and right arcuate segments according to age. On average, by
the age of 10 years, the long segment is significantly larger in the
left hemisphere compared with the right ( p ⬍ 0.001), whereas the
anterior segment is significantly larger in the right compared with
the left hemisphere ( p ⬍ 0.001). Both segments remain lateralized throughout adolescence and early adulthood. At the whole-
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Figure 2. Age-related differences in the volume of the long (frontotemporal), anterior (frontoparietal), and posterior (temporoparietal) segments of the arcuate fasciculus for each hemisphere.
Group volumes for each age window (i.e., average volume calculated from subjects with an age range of ⫾5 years around each year) are indicated by triangles for the right segments and circles for
the left segments. The axial slices above the graphs show the visitations maps for four representative age groups. A, The volume of the long segment is left lateralized in 10-year-old subjects and
remains left lateralized throughout adolescence and early adulthood (differences between left and right volumes are statistically significant at all ages, p ⬍ 0.001). B, An opposite pattern of
lateralization is observed for the anterior indirect segment, which exhibits right lateralization (differences between left and right volumes are statistically significant at all ages, p ⬍ 0.001). C, The
posterior segment shows a statistically significant right lateralization before adolescence (age 9 –11). Left and right differences diminish progressively throughout adolescence and adulthood.
Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences between left and right ( p ⬍ 0.001).

group level, the average volume of the left long segment (543
voxels) is 88.7% larger than the volume of the long segment in the
right hemisphere (61 voxels). Conversely, the average volume of
the right anterior segment (849 voxels) is 38.4% larger than the
volume of the left anterior segment (523 voxels). The interhemispheric asymmetry of the posterior segment shows a more dynamic pattern, with a greater right volume before adolescence
(statistically significant for ages 9, 10, and 11), followed by a
progressive bilateral distribution throughout adolescence and
early adulthood. By the age of 10, the posterior right segment is
43.8% larger than its left counterpart (872 voxels in the right, and
490 voxels in the left hemisphere); however, by the age of 40, this
difference is only 12.9% (310 voxels in the right hemisphere; 270
voxels in the left hemisphere). The average values of the LIs
(⫾SD) at the whole-group level were 0.95 ⫾ 95 for the long
segment, ⫺0.56 ⫾ 0.65 for the anterior segment, and 0.04 ⫾ 0.70
for the posterior segment.
Effects of age on FA and MD of the arcuate segments
Correlation analysis between diffusion measures and age revealed
a significant negative correlation between age and MD in bilateral
posterior (left r ⫽ ⫺0.573, p ⬍ 0.001; right r ⫽ ⫺0.602, p ⬍
0.001) and anterior segments (left, r ⫽ ⫺0.562, p ⬍ 0.001; right,
r ⫽ ⫺0.595, p ⬍ 0.001) and left long segment (r ⫽ ⫺0.540, p ⬍
0.001). No significant correlations between FA and age were
observed.
Structural equation modeling of genetic and environmental
sources of variance that affect the anatomy of the arcuate
segments
Lateralization and age effects
The twin study was performed on older adults (mean age: 38.3 ⫾
13 years; range, 20 – 62), in whom the pattern of lateralization for
the number of streamlines of the long and anterior segments was
similar to the pattern found in the age-related study. We observed

significant left lateralization of the long segment (LI: 0.88 ⫾ 0.66,
p ⬍ 0.001) and significant right asymmetry of the anterior segment (LI: ⫺0.67 ⫾ 0.48, p ⬍ 0.001). Conversely, the posterior
segment exhibited significant left lateralization (LI: 0.42 ⫾ 0.62,
p ⬍ 0.001). There were no significant correlations with age in the
twin sample.
ICCs
The ICC results for the number of streamlines and volume measures extracted from each of the three bilateral segments are
shown in Table 1 and correlation plots for the lateralization in
Figure 3. Overall, the ICCs for the MZ twins were either higher or
similar to those of the DZ twins. This may suggest high genetic or
shared environmental effects on the anatomy of the three segments. A representative example of the anatomy of the three
arcuate segments in MZ and DZ twin pairs is shown in Figure 4.
Genetic versus environmental effects were analyzed using structural equation modeling.
Structural equation modeling
Structural equation modeling was used to extract the relative
contributions of A, C, and E on the variability of the volume and
number of streamlines of the perisylvian language tracts (Table
1). The same analysis was performed for FA and MD measurements. The width of the confidence intervals was sometimes considerable due to the relatively small sample size of the study
compared with standard behavioral quantitative genetics’ studies. This led us to observe that, for some measures, A and C were
nonsignificant individually, but significant as combined familial
effect (A ⫹ C). In these instances, they were reported together as
a familial effect (A ⫹ C) (Wright et al., 2002), where the (A ⫹ C)E
model represents the fit of the full ACE model.
Specific environmental factors (E) significantly explained the
variability in volume and the number of streamlines of the right
posterior connections (72% and 61%, respectively). In contrast, fa-
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Table 1. MZ and DZ ICCs with standardized additive genetic (A), common environmental (C), and unique environmental (E) variance components of the full ACE model (and
95% confidence intervals) given for the number of streamlines (tracts) and volume of the long, anterior, and posterior segments in the left (L) and right (R) hemispheres

2

Tract

Variable

ICC-MZ

ICC-DZ

A

C

E

Best-fit model

DF

Long direct
segment

L no. of tracts
(95% CIs)
L volume
(95% CIs)
R no. of tracts
(95% CIs)
R volume
(95% CIs)
L no. of tracts
(95% CIs)
L volume
(95% CIs)
R no. of tracts
(95% CIs)
R volume
(95% CIs)
L no. of tracts
(95% CIs)
L volume
(95% CIs)
R no. of tracts
(95% CIs)
R volume
(95% CIs)

0.70 (0.43– 0.85)

0.55 (0.12– 0.81)

0.40 (0 – 0.83)

0.31 (0 – 0.74)

0.29 (0.15– 0.54)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

1.22

0.98

0.68 (0.41– 0.84)

0.56 (0.13– 0.81)

0.15 (0 ⫺0.77)

0.50 (0 ⫺0.77)

0.35 (0.19 – 0.58)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

1.14

0.98

0.69 (0.41– 0.85)

0.58 (0.16 – 0.82)

0.08 (0 ⫺0.77)

0.60 (0 ⫺0.79)

0.32 (0.17– 0.54)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

11.24

0.08

0.59 (0.24 – 0.80)

0.49 (0 ⫺0.79)

0 (0 ⫺0.71)

0.59 (0 ⫺0.75)

0.41 (0.23– 0.65)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

11.58

0.07

0.52 (0.18 – 0.75)

0.01 (⫺0.46 ⫺0.49)

0.46 (0 ⫺0.69)

0 (0 ⫺0.51)

0.54 (0.30 – 0.86)

AE

6

6.77

0.34

0.31 (⫺0.08 ⫺0.62)

0.08 (⫺0.40 ⫺0.52)

0.31 (0 ⫺0.64)

0 (0 ⫺0)

0.69 (0.38 –1)

E

6

6.75

0.34

0.49 (0.12– 0.74)

0.49 (0.04 ⫺0.78)

0.05 (0 ⫺0.70)

0.45 (0 ⫺0.68)

0.50 (0.27– 0.78)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

12.1

0.06

0.50 (0.13– 0.75)

0.50 (0.04 ⫺0.79)

0 (0 ⫺0.68)

0.49 (0 ⫺0.69)

0.51 (0.28 – 0.77)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

5.19

0.52

0.57 (0.22– 0.79)

0.26 (⫺0.28 ⫺0.68)

0.48 (0 ⫺0.75)

0.07 (0 ⫺0.66)

0.46 (0.24 – 0.78)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

3.27

0.77

0.47 (0.08 – 0.74)

0.07 (⫺0.52 ⫺0.43)

0.39 (0 ⫺0.67)

0 (0 ⫺0.45)

0.61 (0.32– 0.99)

E

6

4.4

0.62

0.35 (⫺0.11 ⫺0.69)

0.05 (⫺0.48 ⫺0.56)

0.28 (0 ⫺0.58)

0 (0 ⫺0.54)

0.72 (0.41–1)

E

6

6.45

0.37

0.45 (0.04 – 0.73)

0.23 (⫺0.25 ⫺0.63)

0.05 (0 ⫺0.64)

0.34 (0 ⫺0.62)

0.61 (0.35– 0.91)

(A ⫹ C)E

6

9.96

0.13

Anterior indirect
segment

Posterior indirect
segment

p

In models indicated by (A ⫹ C)E, A and C individually are not significant, but combined are, and the associated DF, 2, and p values represent the fit of the full ACE model. Note that all p values are above 0.05 significance level, meaning that
they are not significantly different from the saturated model, thus representing a good fit to our data.

milial effects (A ⫹ C) mostly influenced the variability of the long
segments independent of hemisphere (59 –71%), whereas the variability of the anterior segments was to a similar degree determined by
both familial and specific environmental factors (Table 1). The variability in the number of streamlines showed the right posterior segment to be under a higher degree of specific environmental effects
(72%) compared with all other segments (Fig. 4). Regarding the
lateralization measures, the familial effects were statistically significant only for the long segment, whereas the variability of lateralization of anterior and posterior segments was influenced
predominantly by the specific environment (Fig. 5).
Compared with the volumetric measures, FA and MD, which
are likely to reflect architectural properties of the white matter
fibers, are generally influenced more by genetic factors. In particular, the variability in MD measures of bilateral arcuate fasciculus
is highly genetically driven. The genetic effects were significant
for all the tracts and explained 54 –78% of MD variability in
bilateral long, anterior, and posterior segments (Fig. 5). Regarding the FA measures, genetic effects were also high and reached
significance for the variability of the left long (62%), right anterior (66%), and left posterior segment (67%). The genetic effects
on the lateralization of FA and MD were high and reached significance only for the long segment (63% and 61%, respectively).
For additional information on genetic and environmental
sources of variance on the diffusion measures and their laterality
indices, see Figure 5.

Discussion
We report here that, by early childhood, connections between
frontal and temporal (long segment) and between frontal and
parietal (anterior segment) regions are left and right lateralized,
respectively, and remain lateralized throughout adolescence. In
contrast, connections between temporal and parietal regions
(posterior segment) are right lateralized in childhood, but be-

come progressively bilateral during adolescence. Preliminary
analysis of a twin sample suggested that lateralization of the arcuate fasciculus connections is a heterogeneous process that depends on the interplay between genetic and environment factors
specific to each segment. Tracts that exhibit higher age effects
(i.e., the right posterior segment) appear to be more influenced
by specific environmental factors. Broadly, our findings support
the view that adolescence remains a critical period for brain
development (Giedd et al., 1999) and that there is a lower
degree of genetic contribution to brain structures that mature
later during brain development (Lohmann et al., 1999; Brun et
al., 2009).
The temporoparietal cortical areas have been reported previously to be the slowest regions to mature among the perisylvian
language network (Leroy et al., 2011). However, the specific finding that the posterior indirect segment that connects these temporoparietal regions exhibits a significant shift in lateralization
from right to bilateral during adolescence has not been reported
before. We observed that this lateralization shift (across ages
9 – 40 years) was associated with a reduction in the number of
streamlines in the right hemisphere. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that lateralization arises through axonal pruning and
cell loss rather than an increase in axons and myelination (Galaburda et al., 1990). Age-related differences of the posterior segment may be related to its association with more complex
functional requirements (Catani and Bambini, 2014). Temporoparietal regions are, for example, understood to be important for
higher-order cognitive functions that include theory of mind
(Apperly et al., 2004), control of intention to speak (Desmurget et
al., 2009; Carota et al., 2010), semantic knowledge (Binder et al.,
2009), reading (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2014), and higher
pragmatic aspects of language (Catani and Bambini, 2014).
Therefore, the posterior segment may act as a neural substrate for
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Figure 3.
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Plots of LI for each of the three arcuate segments in MZ versus DZ twins. ***p ⬍ 0.001.

higher-order mental processes that involve both language and
social cognition (Catani and Bambini, 2014). This is consistent
with the hypothesis that the long direct segment supports early
stages of language acquisition, whereas the indirect pathways become more relevant for complex processing during later stages of
language development (Perani et al., 2011). Further, age effects
on the posterior segment may partially explain children’s initial
stronger reliance on the right hemisphere, reflected in a more
rightward functional lateralization during language processing
compared with adults (Brauer and Friederici, 2007). In addition
to its implications regarding language development, the finding
that the structural variability of the posterior segment is particularly influenced by specific environmental factors may have significant clinical implications (Forkel et al., 2014).

Individual differences in the structure of the arcuate fasciculus
are associated with variability in specific cognitive functions and
vulnerability to neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism
(Fletcher et al., 2010; Billeci et al., 2012; Ameis and Catani, 2015)
and schizophrenia (Catani et al., 2011). We reported previously
that schizophrenia is associated with abnormalities in pathways
that connect selectively to posterior temporal regions, including
the posterior segment of the arcuate fasciculus (Catani et al.,
2011). Previous studies suggested that later-developing white
matter structures are more vulnerable to environmental stressors
(Kochunov et al., 2012; Rosenzweig et al., 2012), probably due to
the effects of subtle metabolic and oxidative damage on latedeveloping myelin (Bartzokis, 2011). During adolescence, the
posterior segment may therefore represent a specific target for
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Figure 4. The relative contribution (in percentages) of genetic, shared environmental, and specific environmental factors on the variability of the number of streamlines of the long, anterior and posterior
segments in the left (L) and right (R) hemisphere. The border between familial (genetic and shared environmental) and specific environmental influences is shown with a triangle. The example of the virtual
dissection of three perisylvian segments in one MZ and DZ twin pair is shown as a visual reference (segments are shown as detached from one another for clearer visual inspection).

Figure 5. The relative proportion of A, C, and E on the variability of the number of streamlines, volume, FA, mean diffusivity, and their LIs for the long (in red), anterior (in green), and posterior (in yellow)
segments. A box was drawn around A and C values in cases in which A and C were not significant individually, but reached significance when combined. *Significant contribution at p ⬍ 0.05.

environmental “toxins” such as cannabis in the etiology of
schizophrenia (Malone et al., 2010). Future studies are now required to test which toxins could specifically affect the posterior
segment. Similarly, future studies are needed to ascertain whether

therapies such as deep transcranial magnetic stimulation applied
over the right posterior segment might have a protective role in
high-risk/prodromal individuals (Rosenberg et al., 2012). In
summary, furthering our understanding of the age effects and
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heritability patterns of specific perisylvian language pathways
may ultimately have real translational implications for clinical
practice.
Last, our study observed an age-related decrease in MD in
bilateral indirect segments (anterior and posterior) and the left
long segment. This MD decrease across age is a consistent finding
in DTI studies (Schmithorst et al., 2002; Barnea-Goraly et al.,
2005; Bonekamp et al., 2007; Dubois et al., 2006). MD is the
overall magnitude of water diffusion and is a sensitive indicator
of maturational changes in brain tissue. A decrease in MD would
reflect a decrease in brain water content and an increase in axonal
membrane density (Neil et al., 2002). Conversely, we found no
age-related differences in FA, which is consistent with Eluvathingal et al. (2007), but not other studies. Overall, these findings
suggest that MD measures could be more sensitive to age than FA
measures (Schmithorst et al., 2002; Schneider et al., 2004;
Barnea-Goraly et al., 2005). Our twin analysis in adults showed
that MD values are highly heritable for all three arcuate segments
in both hemispheres (genetic factors influence 54 –78% of variability), so it is likely that genes play an important role in the
observed decrease of MD across age.
Although our study had a number of strengths, it also has
several limitations that need to be considered when interpreting the findings. First, there are the technical limitations of
DTI-MRI tractography such as the inability to solve crossing
or “kissing” of fibers, leading to possible presence of false
positives and false negatives (Catani et al., 2012a; Dell’Acqua
and Catani, 2012). However, all three segments of the arcuate
fasciculus were inspected visually to ensure that they conformed to known anatomical trajectories. Second, our findings of the age effects on the arcuate segments are based on a
cross-sectional study design. Therefore, the finding that the
volume of the right posterior segment decreases with age
should be taken with caution and replicated with longitudinal
data collection and inclusion of the accompanying cognitive
changes along development. It is also possible that the decrease in the volume of the right posterior segment reflects a
limitation of the DTI technique and instead reflects surrounding white matter, with the crossing fibers growing larger over
time and “hiding” this component from segmentation. Furthermore, standard limitations of the classical twin study design should be taken into account. These include violating
assumptions such as equal environments between MZ and DZ
twins (however, research shows that this assumption is generally valid; Plomin et al., 2001); presence of ascertainment bias;
problems with significant gene– environment correlations and
interactions; lack of follow-up of the phenotypes over time;
and environmental noise (Boomsma et al., 2002). In addition,
there is the question of whether the results of twin studies can
be transposed directly to nontwin population because twins
are more likely than singletons to experience adverse prenatal
and perinatal events that may affect brain development (Norwitz et al., 2005). Further, twins are slower in developing language functions compared with singletons, but this delay
diminishes during childhood (Rutter and Redshaw, 1991) and
studies report that there are no significant differences in the
brain structures between twins and singletons in healthy pediatric (Ordaz et al., 2010) and adult populations (Hulshoff
Pol et al., 2002). Nevertheless, our findings are valid only for
the adult population because heritability changes with age.
Indeed, regions associated with complex cognitive processes
such as language are more heritable in adolescents than in
children (Lenroot et al., 2009). For the standards of quantita-

tive genetics, our twin study was further limited by sample
size, leading to the confidence intervals of heritability estimates to be wide. A large sample is necessary to detect shared
environmental (C) effects (Posthuma and Boomsma, 2000).
However, the reduction in power was overcome by reporting
C and A (genetic) effects in combination when they were statistically significant together and expressing them as “familial
effects” (Wright et al., 2002). Finally, our analyses of agerelated changes and heritability were performed in two separate groups that had different mean age. Future studies are
needed to determine the exact contribution of genetic and
environmental factors to maturational changes occurring at
specific age periods in the same sample.
In conclusion, our findings suggest that, during childhood
and adolescence, the timing of lateralization within the perisylvian language network varies for different segments, with the
posterior indirect segment being the last one to complete its lateralization process. Further, analysis of the twin population suggests that, relative to the other tracts, the posterior segment is
more influenced by specific environmental effects. These findings have potential implications for our current understanding of
language development and the etiology of psychiatric conditions
that affect the perisylvian networks.
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